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TWO DIFFERENT ILLNESSES CAN EQUAL ONE FMLA LEAVE
One of the most commonly invoked triggers of job-protected leave under
the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) is a serious health condition
resulting in incapacitation for more than three days. We always assumed
that referred to an incapacity caused by a single or particular medical
condition. However, a recent decision from a federal court within the U.S.
8th Circuit Court of Appeals (whose decisions apply to North Dakota
employers) may mean that the combination of two separate but apparently
related medical conditions can now satisfy this FMLA requirement.
Hurt So Bad
Angela Fries began working for TRI Marketing Corp. in July 2006, first
as a telemarketer and later as an administrative assistant. She suffered
from a number of medical conditions, including a bladder disease called
interstitial cystitis, which requires numerous visits to a doctor and/or an
emergency room (ER) each year for flare-ups. Fries also claimed she visited
her doctor during the workday two to four times a month and went to the
ER every two to three months. As a result of her condition, she was often
late for work and went to the doctor and called in sick more often than her
coworkers.
In July 2010, Fries’ supervisor, Tara Koch, talked with her about taking
excessive breaks. Fries responded that she was experiencing a flare-up
of her medical condition, which caused her to make frequent trips to the
restroom. Koch was suspicious, believing Fries was lying about the number
and necessity of breaks she was taking.
Fries missed work on Friday, July 9, claiming she was in extreme pain as
a result of her medical condition. The following day, she claims she was
in so much pain that she was confined to her bed. On Sunday morning,
July 11, she went to the ER, where she received treatment. The ER doctor
wrote a note stating it was likely that Fries’ discomfort stemmed
from a secondary infection rather than her chronic interstitial
cystitis. He also wrote that the problem was temporary and
would “resolve in a few days.” He prescribed antibiotics and
pain medication and ordered Fries to follow up with her primary
physician in a few days.

that she was in the hospital
being treated for a medical
condition and had a doctor’s
note to miss work on July 12.
Fries claims Koch texted her
back, stating that if she was
absent on Monday, she would
be fired. Fries didn’t work
on Monday. According to
her, she was in extreme pain
and sick to her stomach. She
additionally claimed that she
saw her primary physician for
her condition.
I’ve Got To Let You Go
Fries worked a full day
on July 13, despite being in
extreme pain. On July 14,
she was summoned to a
manager’s office, where she
was informed that she was
being suspended. The details
of the meeting are disputed,
with Fries claiming she was
told she was being suspended
for her Monday absence and
other work misconduct. Later
that same day, TRI terminated
Fries’ employment. She
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responded by suing in federal court, alleging violations of the FMLA. TRI asked Judge Joan Erickson of the U.S.
District Court for the District of Minnesota to dismiss the case before trial.
The big question before the court was whether Fries had a “serious health condition” that qualified her for FMLAprotected leave. Under the law, a serious health condition is an illness, injury, impairment, or physical or mental
condition that involves continuing treatment by a healthcare provider. U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) regulations
provide several definitions of what constitutes a serious health condition involving continuing treatment by a
healthcare provider. One of the definitions requires a period of “incapacity” for more than three consecutive and
full calendar days.
“Incapacity” is defined as the inability to work, attend school, or perform other regular daily activities because of a
serious health condition. Fries claimed she was in extreme pain and confined to her bed July 9 and 10. On July 11,
she went to the ER and sought treatment for her bladder condition. The ER physician told her not to go to work
on July 12, which was the fourth consecutive day of incapacity necessary to invoke FMLA protection. TRI didn’t
dispute that Fries was incapacitated the day she went to the ER and the day after. However, it contended that she
wasn’t incapacitated July 9 and 10 (the days she claims she was at home in severe pain).
TRI argued that the symptoms Fries experienced July 9 and 10 were different from the symptoms that caused
her to go to the ER on July 11 and miss work the following day. More specifically, TRI claimed that her interstitial
cystitis caused her medical issues on July 9 and 10 but that a different bladder condition caused her medical problems
on July 11 and 12. In making its argument, TRI relied on the ER doctor’s note, which indicated a separate condition.
Thus, according to the employer, the condition for which Fries was absent on July 12 didn’t involve a period of
incapacity lasting for more than three days.
Judge Erickson disagreed, ruling that it was possible that the symptoms Fries experienced on July 9 and 10 could
have been related to the same condition for which she sought treatment in the ER and missed work. Noting that the
symptoms appeared to be related, the judge concluded that several diagnoses taken together, if temporally linked,
can constitute a serious health condition for purposes of the FMLA, even if none of them, standing alone, would be
enough to meet the standard. At the very least, Judge Erickson ruled, Fries had presented sufficient evidence of an
FMLA-covered incapacity to proceed to a full trial of the matter. For that reason, the employer’s dismissal request
was denied. Fries v. TRI Marketing Corp., Court File No. 11-1052 (D. Minn., April 2012).

On The Outside Looking In
Technically, TRI may have been correct that two separate medical conditions were at issue and that neither of
them caused the required period of incapacity on its own. However, the judge wasn’t willing to view the two medical
conditions in isolation. Rather, she was pretty clear that two medical conditions, especially if they relate to the
same body system (in this case, the bladder), can be considered in combination when determining a serious health
condition.
Therefore, you should avoid engaging in a hyper-technical analysis of the medical conditions at issue and instead
focus on the symptoms and whether the conditions appear to be reasonably related. Additionally, you should
remember that courts generally interpret the FMLA liberally and in favor of coverage. Thus, the result in this case is
not surprising.
Reprinted courtesy of the North Dakota Employment Law Letter. For subscription information, please call 800-274-2774 or click to
www.HRhero.com.
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RISK SERVICES
NDIRF Coverage Explanation
Fire Truck and Ambulance
Stated Amount Physical Damage Coverage
There appears to be some confusion in the understanding of the NDIRF Stated Amount Coverage for physical
damage (comprehensive or collision) coverage as it applies to Fire Trucks, Ambulances, Antique Autos and other types
of specialized vehicles.
Normally, automobile physical damage coverage is written on an actual cash value (ACV) basis. Actual cash value is
defined as replacement cost (the cost of a current model year vehicle of like kind) less depreciation for past use. For
most vehicles this is a fairly simple value to arrive at from a number of easily accessible sources. In the case of fire
fighting vehicles and ambulances, arriving at an equitable value, if the vehicle is a total loss, is difficult. Today, most
of these vehicles are custom built from the frame up and individually priced. To eliminate confusion or problems in
determining the value of a fire truck or ambulance when a total loss occurs, the NDIRF places the determination of that
value in the hands of our members. We ask you, because of your knowledge on the costs of these specialized vehicles, to
set a value (Stated Amount) to be paid in the event that damage to the vehicle makes it impossible to repair. Then when
continued on Page 4
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The loss ratio is calculated by dividing incurred
losses, including loss adjustment expenses, by
earned premium. A ratio greater than 100%
means incurred losses exceed premium income.
The loss ratio for all years is 48%, so as the chart
indicates, losses have been trending upward the
past 5 years.			
www.ndirf.com

As I write this, in late July, the fall statewide association
annual conference season isn’t yet well-established on my
radar screen. It is, however, not that far away in terms of
the need to plan for room reservations, absence from the
office, etc., and I’d like to put in a pitch for you to think
now about attendance at these events.
The NDIRF has, for many years, felt that member
officials and employees stand to gain useful information –
some of it the kind of knowledge that helps reduce liability
and property risk – by participating in an annual conference
of the political subdivision association applicable to your
entity (and regional meetings of this kind, as well). Most
of the time, once someone has experienced the value of
training sessions like these and the opportunities they make
available for idea-generating conversations with colleagues
from around the state, that’s all the “push” needed to
ensure a desire to return in following years for more of the
same.
I encourage those of you who already know the benefits
to be gained through your involvement in the annual
conference experience to do a little good-natured arm
twisting of your colleagues who haven’t – it will be a win/
win for all if you are successful.
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there is an unrepairable loss, we will pay the stated amount value
you selected.
You set this stated amount value. It can be set to what a brand
new vehicle would cost or to a lesser value if you believe a newer
used unit would be readily available and fit your needs should a
total loss occur. As our rates are based on the value you select, the
higher the value selected, the greater the coverage cost. We trust
our coverage costs are the least expensive you will find.

C ALENDAR
Mark Your

Sept
5:

12-14:
Oct
6-8:
25-26:

NDIRF Board of Directors Meeting
NDIRF offices, Bismarck
ND League of Cities			
Annual Conference,
Ramkota Inn, Bismarck
ND Association of Counties 		
Annual Conference & Expo
Ramkota Inn, Bismarck
ND School Board Association
		
Annual Convention,
Ramkota Inn, Bismarck

We have been advised there is a company providing replacement cost physical damage coverage on older
model fire trucks. The standard definition of replacement cost coverage is replacing old with brand new of
like kind and quality. In the case of a 30 year old fire truck, it may have been purchased new for $75,000;
the current actual cash value could be significantly less than that and the replacement cost may be $250,000
or significantly higher. Make sure from your agent that you would be paid the $250,000 or higher value if
the vehicle is a total loss. At NDIRF, we would allow you to place your stated amount coverage value at the
$250,000 or higher value necessary to allow the purchase of a new vehicle should your vehicle be a total
loss. We believe you will find when apples are compared to apples, the NDIRF coverage is the best value.
If you have any questions on this coverage explanation, please contact Ross Warner at ross.warner@
ndirf.com or give your local agent a call.

